
What could be different next time?

What went well?



What role will different
stakeholder groups play
in these actions?

What action will
we take within our
school community?





Game Designer/Facilitator | How does the game better enable 
the people who created it (Students, teachers, others) to lead the 
community in taking action based on the game?
How does this leadship create academic learning goals?

     Data | Is there either more or better data about a particular  
     issue that can be analyzed, reviwed, or otherwise factored    
     into a decision?
          How will this data be analyzed in class?

Player/Citizen | How does the game enable a typical player to 
take direct action in the real world?
How does the process of individual and social reflection during the 
game support academic learning goals?

     To what extent do players have greater understanding of   
     the identified problem?
          How will players experss this understanding in the          
     classroom?

     Game play to real world | Are there observable,        
     verifiable actions during game play that create change in the  
     real world? Do players make real-world decisions, generate   
     data for a permanent, public data set, or fund local causes,   
     for example?
          How does the real world impact enhance academic learning   
     goals?

Group or Community | How does the game enable real-world 
action or outcomes that could occur only when the 
designer/facilitator and player/citizen come together in a shared 
process?
How can collaboration and collective action at the community How can collaboration and collective action at the community evel 
enhance academic learning goals?

     Collaboration | Are people talking more about the issues   
     and attempting to reach consensus on problems? Is there    
     more collaboration amongst disparate groups?

          Collective action | Are people sharing knowledge with     
     each other to increase their capacity to act collectively? Are   
     local stakeholders able to “put the rubber to the road” make  
     a lasting impact on their collective situation?


